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W

e philosophers must honestly confess that there is no distinctive'
"philosophy of the performing a19;s." Still less is there a distinct
philosophical literature on the performance aspects of music, theater,
or dance, This is not to say that much ink has not been spilled on
the aesthetic aspects of objects that happen to be, for example, musical
or are perfomable. (Most of the examples and issues I address in
this essay will for convenience be musical, but are straightforwardly
translatable into the sther pedorming aits.) What is missing is a unified
tll~eoiythat addresses, for example:

The ontological issues relating an art work and a performance
of it,
(b) The phenomenological or epistemological issues relating an
e x f i d m e or conce~tualirationof an a r t work and of a performance
of the work,
(c) The intentional, and action-theoretic issues involt-ed in the creation
sf?and experience of, arts ~ v o r handl performances.
(d) The normative issues relating t h e value of an art work and the
value of a performance of it.
(a)

It is true that there has been some work on the ontological issues
in the Goodman tradition. There is also a hint of the i~~tendsnal
and action-theoretic richness of" art in the works of Nicholas
Wolterseosff,' Bur for reasons that d l become clear, this work does
little more than scratch the ~urface.~
As evidence of this philosopl~icdomission, we can cite the following
examples, all rather commonplace in artistic and popular discourse
about performance, but about which all philosophical theories of
art X h o w would have little or nothing to say.
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PERFORMING ARTS
(1) The proverbial man in the street easily makes a distinction
between value in an art work, and value in a performance of it:
we can have polished, earnest perfoi~nancesof works of little merit,
and we can have dreadful perfomances of wonderful works. The
latter is an especially frequent occurrence in our house, recognized
even by my 4yeal;old son, when I almost daily attack the helpless
keyboard works of Bach and Brahms, The nonnative realm is so
horribly neglected in modern aesthetics, and especially for
performance works, that current philosophical theory cannot even
begin to make sense of these remarks. (Try, for example, applying
Beardsley's crite~iato a p ~ f o m a n c ein a way that distinguishes them
fi-ombeing used in evaluating the work,)
(2) h y o n e remotely interested in music of the past (especially
Baroque and pre-Baroque music-now extending to Classical and
Komantic music, and with parallels in theater) has certainly gotten
wind of the fierce polemic and hard battlelines being drawn on the
issue of authenticity in performance: "perform works the way their
creators intended them to be performed" is the bkttle cry. But why?
What do we want out of pel-fonnances,today? What is it that composers
intended. and do the proponents of this view really mean "intended"?
Isn't, say, a coveted "authentic" rendering on compact disk of the
keyboard music of Bach a contradiction in tenns? Would a live
perfomancc on a syntllesizer from precisely sampled harpsichord
sounds be less authentic? Notice I here also raise questions about
the phenomenology of the experience of recorded music. Again,
pllilosophers have been of little help-since analytic aestheticians
have sea-cely noticed the intentional and action-theoretic elements
s f at works, and their structuralist counterparts across the big water
(for quite different reasons) have felt iU at ease with the notions
of artists' intentions and meanings (mainly, I suspect, because it would
allegedly deprive interpreters of tile works of some frteedom).
(3) Anyone who has nied their hand at musical or theatrical
perfomance has experienced first-hand the gulf between tecl~nical
skill and accuracy on the one hand, and perfomance " d s q 9 ' on
the other. The distinction arises in learning, first playing, rehearsing,
or judging perfomance works. The bungling o f a single pitch (say,
the root in a crucial cadence) can render a perfonnance w~orthless,
while sometimes extensive technical flaws will scarcely flaw the
perfoimance. I'll call this the "wrong note" puzzle: wrong notes alone
are neither necessary nor sufficient for rendering a performance bad,
yet are frequently treated as such. Wien do they lower the merit
of a performance, and why? The wrong note puzzle of course actually
pinpoints the lack of any articulated theory of value for performances.
A sound, distinctive philosophical theory of the performing arts
ought to have something to say about these and other issues in
performance, and current theories' lack of an ability or willingness
to deal other than casually with them (e.g., in sloganeering with
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"intentions don't mattes"; "aesthetic value rheory is uninteresting")
suggests serious inadequacies, and perhaps even faulty goals and
topics.
A notable exception to the modern tendency in aesthetics to avoid
normative issues altogether can be seen in John Hospers,
Understanding the Arts. Here we see not only discussions of evaluation
and criticism but also suggestive discussio~sof the interrelationship
between ethics and aesthetics, There is also a thoughtful discussion
of artists' intentions.

Before coritinuing, I should lay all of my cards on the table and
say something-however dangerous this may be in exposing myself
to criticism-about what 1 think an works really are, and how they
are experienced. What is distinctive about my view is my drawing
upon modem philosophy of mind and action theoryasThis maneuver
sadly fits dl too well into the tradition of desperately searching for
good ideas to inject into aesthetics by looking elsewhere: aesthetics
as metaphysics, as phenomenology, as psychology, as mathematics,
as philosophy of language, as possible-~voi-%ds
semantics, as semeiotics,
and so on.
I distinguish sharply between art works and non-adstic aesthetic
objects, and especially between our experience or conceptualization
of each. A r e d philosophy of art would stake out a subset of the
experiences of objects or events that the experiencer regards as being
(causally) connected G4th the plans, deliberations, m d ultimately
intentions of another mind/agene, The experience of an object or
event as art then demands an action-theoretic perspective, and the
object or event, to the extent it is understood at dl, is considered
tvithin the framework of the attributed "practical reasoning" of its
maker, I use "practical seasoning" here in the Aristotelian sense to
indicate a means-ends hierarchy of intentions endorsed by the agent.
Not all artifacts are (considered as) works of art however, and thus
art works must involve distinctively artistic "'final ends" or some other
characteristic property of the means-ends hierarchyo4
W ~ a It am of course already suggesting is that before we can have
a distinct and satisfying theory of the performing arts, we need first
a distinct and satisfjling theory of a n as artifact-as the product of
planning, deliberation and intention of an agent. With no act of
creation, there is no art work. With a different act of creation, the
resultant work would have been different. From. these pleasantiies,
we can, begin crafting a philosophical theory of art that is at the
same time attractive, and underdeveloped in the literature. We would
need of course first a theory of the nature of actions and their
individuation,%m action requires an originating mind, because it
requires an origin in planning, deliberation and a culminating
intention. The cognitive contents of these mental activities are
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intentional-and hence very sensitive to the way in which they are
described. It is blatantly false, to ,say, for example, that Bach intended
his works not to be played on the modem Steinway. He never had
a concept of "a modern Steinway." It is me, although of less worth
than we might hope, to say: Bach did not intend his works to be
played on the modem Steinway (since he had no thoughts whatever
about " a modern Steinway"), But in this sense, he presumably a150
did not intend his works to be played in New York State, in the
twentieth century, on a 300-year-old instrument (namely, what is now
an authentic Baroque instmment), in Camegie Hall,on the radio,
and so on through other features we never worry about "vi~lating."~
The manifold properties of a complex an work or perfonnance
presumably mark numerous intentions, related hierarchically. Let us
call the properties of an artifact that were planned, deliberated upon,
and chosen, its adfactual prowtks. (In the case of art works, we
would call them artistic properties, and minimally these properties must
be causally traceable back to the artist's consideration of them.) Now
artifactual properties-at least of sanely created artifacts-can be
arranged in a hierarchy of intentions connected by means-ends
relations.' That is, one &factual property is believed by its maker
to be a means for achieving another.So, for a car we might have:
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The arrows: A -3 B indicate that the agent believed A was a means
of furthering the achievement of B. Such a display organizes the
steps in planning, and ultimately creating, an artifact that we attribute
to the artifact's possibly idealized maker. Even where we, as a
contemplator of an artifact, have little detailed conception of this
hierarchy, we assume there is one-if the object is contemplated as
an artifact at all. Our "understanding" of the artifact is complete
to the extent that we recognize its actual adfactual properties as
anifactual properties, and can place them in what was the maker's
hierarchy. Of particular interest is the "top-level" artifactual property,
such that we do not actively contemplate it as a further means, but
only as an end. We call such toplevel properties-and there may
be more than one-the purpose of the artifact.
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Phenomenologicdly, my main thesis is that art works are species
of artifacts, and that the experience or conceptualization of an object
as art is therefore a species of the experience or conceptualization
of an artifact. This means that understanding (or "interpreting," as
artistic discourse typically has it) an an work consists in attributing
certain plans, choices and intentions, arranged in a means-ends
hierarchy, to a regarded creator. The language of artistic discussion,
as well as the actual phenomenoIogy of artistic experience, strongly
supports such a theory, formalists be damned. By a "formalist" I here
mean someone who believes we never do, or perhaps more
presc~ptively,never should, consider the thoughts and intentions of
its creator when we experience or think about an "art" work. (For
formalists, tliere is then typically no basic distinction between a n
works and other aesthetic objects.) The positive contribution of this
fail-1y obviously ooverblolvn and underjustified fo~malistthesis is to
place distance between the mist's actual intentions that are perhaps
obtainable through sources other than thoughtfil inspection of d ~ e
works artistic properties, or that are now utrel-ly unknowable, on the
one hand, and legitimate possible "interpretations" of the work on
the other. But one need not endorse the formalist thesis to accomplish
this. We can distinguish between the actual artist's thoughts and
intentions, and those that a thoughtful and sensitive interpretation
of the work would attribute to such a work's maker. We could restrict
this latter conception of the artist's intentions to those intentions
pllausibly derived by restricting ourselves to the work alone, or to
this and other works known to be by the same artist, or to this work
a d others in the same period or style, or to the work and what
can be known with certainty about the artists's intentions from nonadstic sources.
One conception of the agent "bchind'bn art work I have called
the historical artist-whose known plans might be very thin, or even
demean or trividize our experience of the work; tfxe other, I have
called the "virtual" or "ided'l" artist.' I think once we realize that
ozia god in interpreting an art work is not just an historical interest
in the artist's actual intentions, but also (01- even primarily) a
maximalization of possible artistic experience from this object-what
it can do for us-then there is no need completely to tie our
interpretation to the historical artist, and the mind is completely taken
out of the formalist's sails, without throwing overboard all conception
of the art work as artifact-that is, as the intentional pl-oduct of an
agent. In fact, the tension between historical facts and our virtual
image of an artist explains some of h e perplexity and richness in
our experience of IT works (e.g., the dramatist's conception of bfozart
as court urchin, versus the canception of him that emerges from
his later ~ o r k s ) . ~
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Let us jump directly to the consideration of the means-ends
hierarchy associated with a performance work, specifically a musical
one:
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Even quite a simple piece of music has its origins in a hierarchy
much more detailed than the one above. Observe that I have
delineated three layers of intentions: (I) High level intentions--the
thoughts or emotions the composer wishes to cause in the experiencer,
(11) the sounds the composer believed would cause these and with
which he wished the experiencer to be presented, and (111) the
instruments and means of playing them that he believed would
produce these sounds. These layers are inco~npletein several tvays.
First, a philosophically-sensitive composer might have intentions about
the sound-sensations a listener was to have, that is, a layer between
(I) and (11). The composer might also have intentions about the
physical circumstances of experiencing the sound-hence categorizable as 11-that are not strictly intentions che wished the experiencer
to be presented, and (111) the insa-uments and means of playing them
that he believed would produce these sounds, These layers are
incomplete in several ways, First, a philosophically-sensitive composer
might have intentions about the sound-sensations a listener w a s to
have, that is, a layer between (I) and (11). The composer might also
have intentions about the physical circumstances of experiencing the
sound-hence categorizable as 11-that are not suictly intentions
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concerning sounds: the receptivity or education of the listener,
performed in a church, performed by a "livc" human being k g . ,
a virtuosic work), and so on, Also, there may be means-ends hierarchies
&thin some of these layers (especially in I).
A performance: of a work is an action or series of actions in ~vhich
it is the intention of an agent (the performer) to fulfill tlae intentions
of another agent (the composer). Some of the performance properties
of the work are thus traceable to the cornposel-(through the intentions
of the performer to fulfill the composer's intentions), and some may
be traceable only to the intentions of the pezfomer. For example,
awbato in a passage may not be believed with celtainty by the performer
to be the composer's intention (although it cannot be the case that
the performer klzaws the composer intended there at this place to
be no mbato); the perfonner typically believes or assumes the rubato
furtilers some higher level intention of the composer-for example,
that is heightens the intended emotional affect.
To expelience an event as a perfoirnance of a work is to regard
the event as the product of those who intend to fulfill (what we regard
as) the csmposer's intentions. Whether they successfully do so, or
whether they do so in a way that is readily recognizable as having
suck intentions raise different issues-how we come to regard the
performers as having these intentions.
A composes in conceiving a work realizes that the means of
producing sounds, the nature of the sounds, and the high-level effect
aviU be causally mediated by another agent-the perfomer. He
believes that this perfomer-who might be the composer at a later
time-will intend to follow the composer's intentions. His practical
task then is not to produce an event h a t conforms to the hierarchy,
brae to produce a guide to his intentions that capture the salient features
of this hierarchy for a well-intentioned perfomer. His efforts are
constrained by limits on his and the perfo~mer'stime in indicating
m d comprehending detail, by the available notational system, by his
intentions and assumptions regarding the score reader, and so on,
dl in his effort to leave indications that will bring the performer
opeirradly to fulfill the above plan. In the performance arts, there
are two artifacts ("artifactual events"), The primary artiface is an event
that fulfills the artistic plan,'' Being an event, it is however el-ansitory.
The secondary artifact (a score or script) is the set of indications
to an agent on how the primary artifact is to be pl-oduced.
Thus when we as performers, or as experiencers of a performance,
see in a Bach manuscxipt, 'FFr Clavier9Or more typically, 'A Clav'),
this notation should bring us to the follo~ingthoughts:
(1) This is an indication to performers of some element of the primary
intention-lderarchy. In making this indication. Bacb had certain
beliefs or assumptions about the thoughts it would create in someone
who sees the indication, and the actions he or she would then
take,IY
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(2) Recognition that this is primarily a performance-means indication
(a "low-level" intention), and contemplation of what precise such
means Bach would have expected or intended a contemporary reader
to grasp. "Clavier' happened 1.0 be, then and now, the vaguest
indication of an instrument 14th one or more keyboard. Organ?
With pedal? With what action? HarpsichordHo~vmany manuals?
With what stops and couplers? Clavichord?Early Piano-Forte?With
what temperament?And so it goes.
(3) Contemplation of why these performance means were intended.
For what end, in terms of intended sounds, were the proposed
performance means thought to contribute? In other words, what
were the intended sounds? A "critical" question: does fulfilling the
apparent performance-means intention in fact best fulfill the

apparent sound intention':
(4) Finally, contemplation of why these sounds-and ultimately, why
the performance means-were proposed. For what artistic final end,
in terms of .an effect on a listener, were these sounds believed to
contribute? In other words, what \+-asthe purpose or purposes of
tile work? A "critical" question: does fulfilling the apparent sound
intentions in fact now best fulF111the apparent "final" intention?

a

Witlz my nvo "critical" questions I do not necessarily mean to suggest
that the composer when he conceived the work did not know what
perfonnance means best then achieved a desired sound, or what
sounds best then achieved a desired effect. I rather mean to pose
the dilemna of what we are to do today-within the framework of
the slogan, "Follow the composer's intentionsw-when, for example,
an instrument not then existent, such as a synthesizer, could now
better achieve the intended sound intention of, say, clarity of a dense
contrapuntal texture, than could following the intended performance
means. Observe that it is not true that Bach intended the work not
to be played on a synthesizer. Our choice as performer is sometimes
whether to fulfill as best we can a performance-means (low-level)
intention, or a sound (middle-level) intention. We sometimes cannot
optilnally satisfy both. Compounding this dilemma is the fact that
performance-means intentions are epistemologically more secure,
whereas sound intentions, and especially, high-level intentions, are
conjectural, having been inferred by a listener or performer from
indications concerning low- and middle-level intentions,
More dramatically perhaps, a composer's beliefs about which sounds
best produce a given effect in a listener are now sometimes false
about a modem listener. The i n t e ~ ~ e n t i oofn hundreds of years of
musical history, new instruments, and vastly changed associations of
instruments, changing tastes in techniques (vibrato, lack thereof),
textures, or keys-think of the soporific, dusty effect of the sound
of the organ in our secular age, or the association even the educated
listener has today with the hunting horn-have altered what sounds
would best produce a given effect. Admittedly, melodic, harmonic
and rhythmic properties have been solnewhat more stable in their
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effect on listeners. at least since the Renaissance and the emergence
of diatonicism. But these properties, because of the parallel evolution
of a, notational system that allows the score to indicate these with
the lack of ambiguity Goodman glories in, are not the subject of
"intention~"-wars~~~
It is rather with regard to the para-notational
intentions that tlie battles rage-over precise perfonnance means,
such as instruments, technique, acoustical setting and forces, exact
pitches, temperament, as well as concerning the "purposes" of works.
I would like to be able to say that many coinlnentatoss on authenticity
in performance practice have explicitly or implicitly acknowledged
my hierarchical analysis of means and ends, and their relative
importance. This is not generally the case. But occasionally one does
see a glimmer of my view. Consider, for example, this description
of the attitudes of the Stuttgart Bach-interpreter Hcllmuth Killing:
He does not believe in the "authentic performance" movement-or
rather, he has l i s own competing concept. "There is autl~enticityof
the spirit, authenticity sf experience," he says. "It comes from
confrontation with the content of the music and the texts. Of course
we think about musical questions, about the phrasing and the correct
way ts interpret the notation." But if these questions are central, he
suggests, the center is actually missed: "'It is not the particular concept
af sound that is imposeanat, but rather the strength of the message
that comes through the

One pernicious tendency in the musicological performance-practice
lieeramre is a bluning of the exact prspssitiond attitude a composer
had PO a property of a work or performance. Bach may well have
expected his works to be performed by mediocre, male, Saxon string
players, wearing wigs and playing instruments made from trees felled
before 1750. He may also have expected that his works would never
be performed in the New World, Yet it would be pemerse to insist
upon following as many as possible of these expectations-unless
we are more interested in performing what Bach actually heard, as
opposed to what he wanted to hear. What is missing is that insofar
as the "following of intentions" is an element of performance, we
shou%dfulfill most seriously intentions-matters of deliberation and
c l ~ o i c eSuch
. ~ ~ a blase confusion of expectation (or some other "weak"
attitude) with intention will of course seduce the playing of the best
works in a period to the pedestrian, but. documented, then-common
standard of performance, as opposed to what tlle coinposer actually
desired, or to what a sensitive modern performer, contemplating other
aspects of the work, might find. the best way to achieve the work's
apparent high and middle-level intentions. This seems to be Lukus
Foss' point, w h e n he says:
To play Bach a

&a Baroque means to

play him like all ehe Baroque
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rnediacre music. A genius doesn't fit into Baroque practice; genius
falls out of it."'"

The problem is again an epistemological one: it is easier to
document what the "standard practice9' in a period was, than to
document what a composer desired, but had no reason to expect
he would achieve in his time.

THE NORMATIVEASPECTS OF PERFORMANCE
The criteria by which the merit of an art work are correctly judged
(as art work) presumably resemble the criiteria forjudging any artifact,
The merit of an art work is presumably a function of(1) how effectively
the intended means do in fact contribute to the intended means
(purpose) of the work, and (2) how worthwhile
purpose is. This
of course reminds one of Geothe's formula for evaluation: (a) What
was the a ~ t i strying
t
to do? (b) Did he do it? (c) Was it worth doing?ls
One might condescendingly say that Berlioz's Symphonic Funtastique
is good, for that sort of tlting (praise of I, condemnation of 2). Or
one might say that the Schumann's Rhenish Symphony is nobly
conceived, even though its execution was bungled--e.g, in the
development section of the first movement (praise of 2, condemnation
of 1). One might also criticize a work for not having any dear
purpose-13ur this seems implicitly to suppose that every artist intends
to project a recognizable purpose, and that therefore the artist's means
have failed to achieve this (failure of 1).
The criteria by which the merit of a performance are judged are
presumably a consequence of our conception of the actions of the
performers. Our conception of these actions is what we regard dle
performer as "intending" to do. To regard the work as a performance
of, say, Bach's Italian Concerto at all, we must regard the performer
as intending to comply with what we regard as the means-ends
11iera1-chy for the work, For the non-professional musician, the
conception of what this is might be very sketchy, and consequently,
the cliterion for what it is to perform the work is rather lax. For
someone with a fuller understanding of the work, the standards are
necessarily lligher, There may even be an agreed-upon criteria for
performance that cannot always be applied by an individual listener:
what a "reasonable" person who knows the score would say. Obsenie
that performance mistakes, even serious ones, rvill not render an
event a non-performance, unless they bring the listener to regard
the performer as not intending to follo~rwhat the listener believes
constituted the composer's intentions. I use "regard" as a blanket
attitude-tern to cover: imagine, assumes, believes, believes suongly,
and so on.
A more interesting case is posed by a situation in which a listener
regards aperfolmer as not intenciirlg to follow what the listener regards
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as a composer's intention (even if the performance largely complies
with the listener's conception). Does this render the event a nonperformance? This is not an easy question, but whether it is indeed
rendered a non-perfo~manceis a function of several factol-s:
a) Whether the performer's action is believed to be tvillful ( intending
not to follotv the composer's intention),
b) The "stability" of this intention within the listener's conceprion of
the total hierarchy, and
C) The extent to which the intention is a means that is regarded as
convibuti~lgto the achievement of other stable-especially highlevel-intentions.

The worst such case is one in which the listener regards the
performer as willfully intending to "perform" the work in a way that
conflicts with the listener's conception of the work, that the violated
intention is extremely stable or secure within this conceptionmeaning not subject ts easy ~t-e~ision'.~-and
that violating this
intention wouPd greatly binder h e achievement of what the listener
regards aa a stable, important intended effect of the work. I, for
example, react with horror at Leonard Bernstein's suggestion (in The
Joy of%ktening) that the St. 144atthaoPassion is best seen as a "dramatic"
work, and shoulld be staged quasi-operaticallyo Bernstein is willfully
going against what he muse h o w are Bach's sacred intentions for
the work,my own conception of this work includes essential Lutheran,
pietistic elements, and insofar as we know the work's precise purpose,
it i s broadly religiouso
Since however we so rarely denounce a purported performance
of a work as in fact a non-performance-except in a moment of
rhetorical excess, to convey a strongly negative value judgment-we
shodd yerlraps move on toward the more substa~~tial
issue of value
in p e r f o m a n ~ e . ' Whether
~
a gerfwlanance is a "gaod" one is
y.resumably a function of its success as aii 'Yntentional gesture": how
vb~ellthe performer succeeds at !irkat we regard him on-her as intending
(or better: at what performers should intend). What then is it-other
than following what we regard as the composer's intentions-that
we regard a perfarmer as intending?
As I have already suggested, the main goal of performance is the
optimal fulfillment of the means-ends hierarchy attributed to the
composer, But this i s often fraught with difficulty, The composer may
have had mistaken beliefs about how (then) best to achieve an end.
The composer's proposed means may not now be the best way to
achieve an intended end. There may be "dangling" intentions:
apparent intentions that are neither plausible find ends nor means
to any end that we can figure out. Finally, we might be unsure what
are the most plausible and worthwhile low, middle, or high-level
intentions to attribute to the composer.
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This last difficulty, hierarchy incompleteness, can have two sources.
(a) If we feel beholden to explicit indications by, and biographical
infolmatiol~about the composer, a "slot" in the hierarchy about which
the composer surely had some conception may be underdetermined
by available evidence. (b) If the completion of our interpretation of
the work is based upon a plausible "internal" reconstruction from
more stable elements of the hierarchy (e.g., unequivocally notated
properties), it may well be that there are plausible alternative
reconstructions of an intention in a slot in the hierarchy. This
incompleteness particularly infects high-level intentions, since little
or no concrete evidence of the exact content of the work's purposes
may exist (or have ever existed), outside of indicated lower-level
intentions. Irideed, the purpose may be best or only representable
to mortal man in strictly musical terms. As I have also noted, the
attribution of higher-level intentions is typically inferential, being
based upon plausible explanations of why the composer left us the
lower-and middle-level indications he did, This inferential process
is probablistic or abductive, and laden mith a high degree of incertitude.
My guess is that it is in part the task of the performers to complete
this hierarchy as best they can, and to "project" it in perfornancei.e. make it recognizable to a listener, This will mean "fdling in"
a plausible interpretation of the work, To the extent a performer
does have such a fuller conception (even when not verbally
communicable), the performer has an interpretation of the work,
performs the work musically and sensitively, and is him-or herself
also an "artist," Incidentally, one of the oddities of the narrowest
fonn of the "follow the intentions" school of performance practice
is that there seems no place for performance artistry: there are
composers, there are rnusicolagists, and then there are those who
do what they're told, the "performers."
Our assessment of the merit of a performance will then be a function
of at least four dimensions:
1. The extent to which the composer's regarded hierarchy is in fact
fulfilled (as opposed merely to regarding the performer as intending
to do SO).
2. The extent of the recognizable completion of the means-ends
hierarchy beyond the bare skeleton already shared by virtual
composer, virtual performer, and listener,
3. The coherence of the compiedng elements of the hierarchy: the
effective contribution of each apparent means that the performer
has added to each apparent end, and
4. The intrinsic merit of tile proposed final end(s)-that is, is it the
most satisfying, ~ v o r texperiencing
l~
or contemplating, plausible such
purpose of tlie work's

Wrong notes are presumably a sin against (1).A "flat" performance,
or one that just "folIows the score" is a sin against (2), the artistic
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mandate of the performer. Heavily ornamenting an austere ~vork,
deliberately not ornamenting a Rococo one, extreme rubats in a
straightfonzrard, classically-drawn work, deliberately avoiding rubato
in a tender one, and so on, are presumably sins against (3)-and
perhaps (I) as well. Staging Bach's St. Matthm Passion as a raucous,
entertaining Singspiel is a violation of (4)-and probably more
incidentally violates ( I ) and (3).

APPLYING THE PHILOSOPHICAL
THEORY
Of the three commonly-discussed performance issues mentioned
at the outset of this essay, we are in possession of the theoretical
equipment to answer, or at least discuss, two of the three. The criteria
of merit in the work are clearly independent of the criteria of merit
in fierf~rnance.~~
Wrong notes detract from the merit of a peafon-mance
to the extent that they reduce (I), the fulfillment of the composer's
regarded laiesarchy. But they can do this in mro senses: they by
definition fail to achieve an intended sound (a middle-level,intention),
but they may also significantly hinder the achievement of a highlevel intention, such as a mistake in a resolution intended to be
emotionally "wrenching." The error is "serious" only if it does the
latter. A wrong note may also mar the recognizability of the performer's
proposed coanpletion of the hierarchy (2),
It is the issue of authenticity to which 1 want to return, l~owever.
First, we must review some observations. The stable, typically notated,
elements sf a meaqs-ends hierarchy are largely %ow-and middlelevel intentions, wit11 at best some constraints on plausible high-level
intentions, Yet these indicated intentions were contemplated by a
composes only as meam to middle- or high-level intentions; they are,
to this extent, from the composer's own view "less important." But
we come to attribute these higher-level ends to a composer primarily
on the basis of these indicated means (Bach's largest composition
of 1736 could have been-a bit out of character, perhaps, knowing
Bach and as we do-an opera buffa. But the title Passio secundum
Matthaam, the scriptural paraphrases, and the nature of the proposed
sounds all belie this.)
Furthemore, fulfilling a performance-means intention may no
longer be the best way to fulfill-or may even hinder the fulfillment
of-a plausible intended effect. That is, there may now no longer
be a single clear way of optimally fulfilling the hierarchy (Factor
1 in the goals of performance). The lower-level intentions or
expectations may have epistemological (or other) priority, while the
conjecrured higher-level intention has a x~atraralllierarchical priority
in view of its being the composer's end or goal, not inerely a tool
for reaching it.

PEWORMING ARTS
Lurking in the vicinity of really serious performance issues, such
as, say, whether to play Each's non-organ keyboard works on a period
harpsichord or on a piano, are fascinating and complex artistic, and
ultimately philosophical, questions, The issues are not merely ones
of fashion and taste, as our chattering perfornlers and conductors
would sometime have it.
Insofar as Bach had expectations concerning the sounds of these
works, they were probably of harpsichord sounds. Yet even if it were
a full-blown conscious intention for harpsichord sounds, the proper
description of the content of this intention is relative to his thena~vailablec h ~ i c e s .The
' ~ content of this intention is carefully7described
as something like: not for a sound like that produced by an eighteenth
century G e h a n clavichord, organ, or forte-piano, and "something
like" that produced by a harpsichord, But in what respect not like
an organ, and in what respect like a harpsichord? In hating a rapid
decay and highlighted attack (unlike the organ), in being loud enough
to be heard in a small hall (unlike the clavichord), in sounding nonexotic (unlike the forte-piano of the day)? Bach certainly did not
intend o r expect the instrument to sound quaint, or "scholarly," or
"as not the kind of sound with which popular songs of the day are
accompanied"-all of which the harpsichord unavoidably does now.
He surely wished 01- expected its sound to be familiar, unpretentious,
and accessible (perhaps, as accessible and familiar as possible),
More importantly, we must ask what it is that Bach might have
wished us to be able readily to hear in his works, and for which
the harpsichord was then the best means. The harmonies? Lines
of counterpoint? Cross relations? Dynanic contrasts between voices
or sections (one function of couplers or the buff stop)? Timbre
contrasts (another function of couplers or stops)? And still more
importantly, what tvas to be the intended effect of these sounds, or
the range of plausible, worthtvhile intended effects: a vehicle for
displaying the timosity of the performer, some intellectual-emotional
affect, an awe of occasional earthly beauty, awe of human creativity,
or of the ~ v ~ of
r kGod's creatures? We need to pose these questions
for two reasons. First, if we blindly follow the performance-means
indication, but do not wonder what sounds or effect this was believed
to be a means for achieving, then we may fulfill only the lotverlevel intention. We might perform the work without switching manuals
or registration, when this may have been the very reason Bach
indicated the harpsichord. Second, and inore controversially, we need
to understand our permissable "degrees of freedom" if we are
contemplating performance in an un-intended/expected way in order
now better to fulfill a plausible purpose of the work.
If the purpose of a work was primarily to serve as a vehicle for
the display of Xirruosity, then the choice is clear. Let the work be
played on the now more difficult instrument, at a grueling tempo.
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But there are other dimensions to the dilemma. The standards
of ha-psicllord playing will never be what they once were (in part
because of the break in the tradition that occurred in the nineteenth
century). The standards of piano-playing, and the number of sensitive
performers and listeners is so much higher that one must have the
suspicion that to demand that Bach be played on the harpsichord
is to leave the interpretation of his work to other than the best
performers and listeners. Baroque ears and minds, more than Baroque
instruments and techniques, are gone forever. Insofar as we can guess
what Bach would have expected or intended about the quality of
the performers and listeners, no composer would be happy with the
noble grimaces of well-intentioned performers and listeners, when
he had a choice of the best performers of the day. Add to this the
effects on a listener that a harpsichord unavoidably today has
(quaintness, scholarliness, a performer's statement of his position on
performance practice, etb.) but that Bach did not expect or want,
and the inadequacy of the harpsichord in achieving some of important
effects Bach probably wished (dynamic and phrasing subtlety, hinted
at by the Bach family prejudice for yaivate performance on the
clavichord) when compared with insminents available today, such
as piano or velocity-sensitive synthesizer-and one has a strong prima
fade case against performance on the harpsichord, even within a
framework dominated by "follo~ringEach's intentions (expectations)."
My argument for this claim relies on the assumption that one can
intelligently treat these intentions only \+<thinan attributed meansends hierarchy: a schema of the arsist9spractical reasoning.
But then again, the plausible purposes of a sublime work are so
difficult clearly to describe 0%-anticipate, that it is possible that the
most wortt~whilepurpose we could ascribe to the work might best
merge only in a performance that preserves the harpsichord-sound
intention. This point has merit to the extent that our (or a performer's)
attribution of a purpose is "unstable." If we have a stable conception
of "the" purpose of dae work, such that the harpsicllosd hinders or
does not especially feanhes this purpose, then compliance with tlne
harpsichord intention is not required in order optimally to fulfill
the means-ends hierarchy. I myself doubt, however, whether attributed
purposes are so clear and stable-or should be so stable-that they
could completely loosen the grip of follotving the intended sounds.
In a seaxch for plausible, worthwhile artistic purposes to attribute
to a coinposer in a work, following the indicated sounds or
performance means provides the first and often, most valuable,
available resource. This is hardly to counsel that all or most
performances should do so, as the more missionary-spirited of the
antiquarians would have it.
Observe that 1 have given a limited defense only of occasionally
following expected para-notational sounds, and not of following
intended or expected pqf-o~muncemans (as contrasted with intended
sounds). Unless a work's purpose is virtuosic-i-e., to be difficult to
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play-or unless there is a technique (fingering, perhaps) that is
required to play an instrument and when using this technique
somehow independently furthers higher-level intentions in the
hierarchy, then there is no additional need to fulfill the performancemeans intention, In other words, if our conception of the intended
sound is stable, and we know that the performance-means intention
was nothing but a means for achieving this intended sound, then
surely there is no reason for a performer to fulfill the performancemeans intention, when there is any reason (convenience, expense)
not to lFulfiU it, This IS to follow the composer's practical thinkingincludix~gwhat would be 16s sensible intentions about performance
convenience.

A FINALEXAMPLEOF THE AUTHENTICITY PROBLEM
Consider this performance problem: should an American church
performance of a Bach cantata or chorale be in the original German,
or in English--ifwe wish optimally to hlfill the composer's intentions?
Tile problem was an actual one for me, a philosophical ArnericanLutheran church musician. I happened to have no practical problems,
Every member of the choir as well as the organist had studied, and
sung, German; two were native speakers, one had been a G e m a n
major. (We could of course be still fussier than almost any American
performance is: should eighteenth century grammar and pronunciation be preserved, that is "corrected" even in the Badz GaeZIrchaJt
edition; 'funden' instead of 'fanden', 'kornrnt' instead of 'kornrnt', etc.
We could also wony about capturing the strong Saxon,or even Leipzig,
accent that Bach would have heard.)
The primary tension is this. On the one hand we have dear
indications of a middle-level intention for the sound of spoken
German. These intended sounds are woven together with musical
ingredients to achieve some religious-emotional-intellectud effect
There are semantic implications and effect (e.g., tone painting, or
the unmistakable reverence far "Luther-German") that are lost in
a language other than German,We can of course tell listeners that
the language is intended ro sound like Luther's Biblical German,
but Bach intended or expected a listener to hear it directly and without
scholarly advice.
On the other hand, Bach was a self-conscious post-Reformation
church musician. An important element of Luther's litxrgical goals,
and a heritage of the Reformation, very active still in Bach's day,
was that all substantive religious texts be in th native language of the
audima. There is a great deal of evidence that Bach was aware of,
or even endorsed, this principle: his use of Latin is restricted to tides
(intended for the musicians, not the congregation)and to texts setting
parts of the Ordinary (tlae masses and fragments of them), or other
well-known texts (the Magnificat).Bach tms something of a collector
of Latin church music; and he taught Latin in the Thomasschule,
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Remember too that his choice of setting German over Latin texts
was made in a context where Latin was probably better understood
by educated and attentive members of the congregation than Gel-man
is today even by our best-educated American musicologists,
We have liere the most dramatic possil~lecase of an instance where
a middle-levell intention (for spoken German sounds) does not now,
in the US, funher a high-level intention: the immediate integntion
of the text into om's native speech. The religious importance of
endorsing the Reformation tradition, and perhaps more importantly,
of making religious texts and ideas part of one's evg.&y life is
hopelessly blocked by singing in German. German would become
in America the new Church Latin. One's only regrets, then, about
using an ~ n g l i s htl-anslation would be twofold: (a) how much using
English interferes with intended effects that require integrated musical
and linguistic elements (e.g., syllabization), and (b) how seriously one
sees "' etiaect speaking of the text to the listener" as a main, plausible
god of Bach, and a "worthwhile" one for us now to fulfill. G i ~ c n
a certain sacred context, H suspect (b) approaches being a mandate.
and (a) raises only negligible problems. Consequently, "fulfilling
Bach's intentions" may require performance in English!

I cannot claim to have solved all of the philosophical and
met&odo%ogicalissues involved in performance. The authenticitycontroversy in particular raises substantive issues about the proper
contribution of historical facts ts our conception of an art work, as
well as about the exact nature and reliability of the historical data,
h a t I could not hope to address in a single essay, These are also
interesting, closely-related issues that I have not discussed-such as
colorization in the "presentations" of filrns, or the phenomenology
of the experience of recorded performances. What I have sought
to do is to show the hitfu%ness-or eves necessity-of injecting a
serious element of action theory and the theory of practical reasoning
into the development of a philosophical theory of h e performing
arts.

This paper is an outgrowth of my polemicai "The Composer's Intentions: An
Examination of tlzeir Relevance for Performance,"Musical Quarterly April, 1980. The
views are from a larger manuscript, A Philosophy of Art: Ad as Artqct. Discussions
of intention, planning, action theory and practical reasoning that I alluded to are
being modeled in computers, and t l d s research is supportedby grants from the National
Science Foundation and the S W BuBalo Graduate Research Initiative.
1. Especially in his Works and TYorlds of Art (Oxford: 1982).
2. The 'broadly "symbolic"tradition that deals with the syntax,referents, meanings...of
an rvorks, from the works of S. &anger through that of Goodman and his follo~j~ers,
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to Jackendoff and Lelzrdal~l,and assorted semioticians, is of course very extensive.
My ditEculty with, say, analysis in tile Goodman vein is that it begins with an idealized
and artificial conception of a symbol, \vllereas I think that an individual's judgment
of tvl~erheran entity is a symbol, what notatiolral system it is probably "in", up tlirough
drat the symbols refers to or means, is properly analyzed only rtithin the hamework
of (wllat we believe arc another persons's) intentions to communicate, to form in
others rlzougllts and actions, and so on-in other wonis, philosophy of language is
properly a branch of action/ardfact theory-as hinted in rlle works of H. P. Grice
and the speerll-act theorists.
3. See my "Art, Anifacts, and Regarded Intentions," A d a n Philosophical Quarterij
23 (1986): 401-408. In action theory, I am thinking especially of recent work by G.
H.arman, M. Bratman, H. N. Castaneda, and M. Brand.
4. In "An, Artifacts, and Regarded Intentions," op. cit., I attempt a characterization
of tlie distinctive artistic final ends. Tile details are not here important. Observe that
I speak of performances as "artifacts." This is a little odd, since they are typically
series of actions or gestures. But because they are not single actions, and exhibit
some of the layers of planning and intentions t c see
~
in artifacts, I ?refer to treat
them as "arrifactual events" (as opposed to the more usual artifactual "objects").
5. Theories of action and events, and tlleir individuation are slowing coming available
tl~rrougllthe \vorks of I3. Davidson and tllose mentioned in note 3. There is still very
little discussian of artifacts that is here useful.
6. We could hold that a performance of a work is one that fulfills as manv of the
artist's intentions and expectatio~zsare norv possible. This is a vie\+?suggested to me
by J. Levinson in conversation. This viewt seems to me, lio~vever,to amch too mucli
importance to mere expcctations, and to fail to appreciate the relative impomnce
of various imentioes/expecmtions ~ i t l u nthe composer's plan.
7. Actually, the ordering is induced on intentions by the beliefs about the utility
of the means-intention for acliiedng the ends-intention that we attrjbute to the mifact's
maker (not their actual utility, or our beliefs about their utility).
8. See "Art, Artifacts, and Regarded Intentions" and several recent works by Alexander
Nehemas.
9. The extent to which believed historical data does or should contribute to our
conception of the hierarchy is exwemely problematic. In "The Composcr's Intention ..."
ap. cit., I rcjccted the view that historical data should sewc as anything more than
a source of possibly rvortlltr~llile
intention-attributions. In "Art, W a c t s , and Regarded
Intentions," op. tit., I more temperately argue that an historical datum, in some people
and insohr as they are aware of it, constrains the imaginable or plausible intentions
tliey can attribute to an artifact The implication is roughly that for the I+lgldy
imaginative-one is tempted to say, "crcativc" or even "artisticw-- interpreter, not even
what is known for certain about the arrist's intcntions constrains what intcntions he
attributes to the (virtual) arrisr. For orhers, (only) ignorance is bliss-in giving them
license to amibutc satisfying intentions.
10. Metaphysically, these arc actually artifact- and event-types respectively,
11. Tile appreciation of tlus or any indication in a notational system presumably
follotvs an analysis like that proposed by H. P. Grice-i.e,, inferences to intentions
i5a "implicaturcs." It is not the simple "application" of a reference/meaning "system."
12. In a sense that Goodman makes a technical obsen~ationabout the semantics
of our musical notational system-namely its ability to indicate pitch-relations and
rhytl~munivocally-certain featurts of the pitch/rll)tl~m skeleton have become the
"core" or essential properties in our tradidonal/Western conception of a work. An
interesting question, of plilosopllically marginal interest perhaps, is whether the
notational system grew in response to a need to notate these features that rrcre already
deemed "imponant," or wlletller they become importmt because the notational system
ei~sllrinedthem as at least univocally communicable. In my vocabulary, features of
the pitch-rhytlzm skeleton are among the most "stable" in our conception of rile tvork.
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When compliance r~irhthis core is largely present in an event, we on this basis
abductively come to amibute an intention to perform the work to the performers.
(But see note 16.)
13. New York Times (April 12, 1987) 11 p. 18.
314. An expectation that is not an intention sllauld pnmafacie be followed principally
~vllenwe have reason to believe that the composer assumed fulfilling it colltrihutcd
to a feature he did intend (i.e., deliberate about and choose). Otltenrise, fulEilling
the expectation is supererogatory.
15. New York TimesJan 3, 1988, p 32 H.
16. See John Hospers, Unchtanding the Arts, (Englewood CliEFs, NJ: Prentice-Hall
1982), p. 86.
17. The "'stable" points in a hierarchy are analogous to similarly stable sentences
in a conceptual sclleme or in-ascientitic theory. M'hy they are stable is similarly complex:
historical-psychdogical plausibility, a reinforced social conception of rhe work, strong
evidential support, ~vortl~tvllileness
for us in so considering tlie work and 50 on.
18. Usually, no single intention is so srable or essential a component of our conception
of the work, and we rarely have solid evidence for our beliefs about wliat precisely
a performer intends (vs. what a performer says he or she intends). Even my assessmellt
of Bernseein's opinion requires taking his words at face value, as understanding an
operatic-dramatic staging as necessarily precluding an inrrospective-religious one, and
sf reading "opr~atic"to mean "frivolous"--a reading weakly supported by gossip about
Bemseein's personality, perhaps. In other words, it might be dEicult For a performer
to be able to convince us that his performance really does conflict \\-it11our interpretation
of the work, when it seems largely to agree t t t h our own interpretation (in, say, its
middle-level relative-pitch and rliythm skeleton).
19. The model dso provides for an assessment of merit in the listener's role: boiv
exttnsively, and how plausibly, the listener atmibutes a means-ends hierarchy to the
composer and to the perfomer on the basis of experienced physical properties.
20. This remark assumes a non-standard biew about the description of the content
of an intention (or beliei). 1 assume that Raving an ineenuon (i.e., intending) i s an
"historicaY notion, requiring certain earlier processes to have taken place- notably,
some planning, delibemtion, and choice. Tlresc are three separate processes that
themselves acquire an ability eo contemplate a "thougllt-object" and to lnanipulate
them in certain \trays. % also assume that the proper description ol what this choice
was-i.e., of die content of the intention-is relative to these earlier processes: what
ivas considered, as well as the collateral cognitive attitudes (e.g.. means-ends beliefs)
the agent applied in planning, deliberating, and choosing. The proper description
of Bacb's intentian that a performance of a cantata be in German is relative to sucli
factors as whether he was forced to so perform them by the pastor or city coullcil
as acondition of lzisjob, or whether lle llimselftook seriously Reformatiotl-era mandates.
The description is also relative to the range of oprions contemplated (did he ever
think of going "all the way" with regard to the Cl~ristian-historicaltradition and
performing the works in Greek or Aramaic?).

